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Mixing, Recording, and Producing Techniques of the Pros: Insights on Recording Audio for Music, Video, Film, and GamesCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Veteran music journalist Rick Clark conducted hundreds of revealing interviews with some of the biggest names in the industry to create this newly expanded and refined edition of this extraordinary book. Tony Visconti, Phil Ramone, Richard Dodd, Jim Scott, and David Kershenbaum are just a few of the 115 contributors who share their special...
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Nortel Guide to VPN Routing for Security and VoIPJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Here's your handbook to Nortel VPN Router

If you're a beginning-to-intermediate-level networking professional, this guide lays the groundwork you need to establish and manage your network with VPN Router. Everything is here—hardware, software, laboratory set-ups, real-world examples, and, most importantly, advice gleaned from the...
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Understanding Adobe Photoshop CS4: The Essential Techniques for Imaging Professionals (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2008
Photoshop is the foundation of every digital career. It is the most pervasive technology on the market. Many users think they know it, but in truth they have gaping holes. This book covers what a professional truly needs to know about Photoshop to be employable. For students (whether in formal programs, certified training centers, or self-paced)...
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PowerShell Deep DivesManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Here's your chance to learn from the best in the business. PowerShell Deep Dives is a trove of essential techniques, practical guidance, and the expert insights you earn only through years of experience. Editors Jeffery Hicks, Richard Siddaway, Oisin Grehan, and Aleksandar Nikolic hand-picked...
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Phakic Intraocular Lenses: Principles and PracticeSlack Incorporated, 2003

	
		Phakic intraocular lenses are innovative devices that provide the ability to correct extreme levels of myopia, nearsightedness, and astigmatism that other modalities have been unsuccessful correcting.

	
		As these devices are increasingly gaining popularity internationally, it has become equally important for a reference to...
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African American MillionairesJossey-Bass, 2004
Meet the black Achievers who attained the American Dream--from the early years to modern times
"This wonderful book should be required reading for young people, who will learn how some of the nation’s most successful Black men and women became role models."
  --Joyce Ladner, Ph.D.  

Robert Sengstacke Abbott
...
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Understanding Adobe Photoshop: Digital Imaging Concepts and TechniquesPeachpit Press, 2006
If you're exploring a career in digital imaging or design, then you're likely to encounter Photoshop along the way--you probably already have. But how well do you know it? Understanding Adobe Photoshop: Digital Image Concepts and Techniques goes beyond the school newspaper or...
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C Traps and PitfallsAddison Wesley, 1989
C Traps and Pitfalls teaches how the peculiarities of  the C language make it easy for the intended behavior of a program and  the actual behavior of a program to differ. The book's experienced  author, Koenig, follows up with examples and helpful advice on many of  these "pitfalls." Each chapter includes exercises for...
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How to Plan, Contract and Build Your Own HomeMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The Classic Blueprint for Do-It-Yourself Homebuilders Updated to Reflect the Latest Materials, Techniques, and Options!
  Covering everything from hiring the right vendors to choosing fixtures, this information-packed guide is a step-by-step roadmap for building a new home or remodeling an existing one. The heavily-revised Fourth Edition...
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Introduction to Mortgages and Mortgage Backed SecuritiesAcademic Press, 2013

	In Introduction to Mortgages & Mortgage Backed Securities, author Richard Green combines current practices in real estate capital markets with financial theory so readers can make intelligent business decisions. After a behavioral economics chapter on the nature of real estate decisions, he explores mortgage products, processes,...
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High Impact Speeches: How to Create & Deliver Words That Move MindsFinancial Times Management, 2003

	Sooner or later, we all find ourselves in front of an audience with nothing more to rely on than the power of our words. To lead today is to be a great persuader. We need the ability to mobilise ideas, appeal to values and inspire action. To find the right words, and the memorable words, to carry an audience and change things.In the business...
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Developing Series 60 Applications: A Guide for Symbian OS C++ DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2004

The first official book on Series 60 Platform development—from design to deployment


Series 60 smartphone developers are deploying the next wave of mobile services. With more than 60% of all mobile phone manufacturers licensing Series 60 Platform, Series 60 represents the smartphone market with the largest user...
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